Week Ending: January 10, 2020

Top Stories This Week
The 5 Most Futuristic Things Samsung Announced At CES 2020
CES is the biggest consumer electronics show of the year, and consumer tech companies use it as a
platform to showcase their products of the future. (bgr.com)

Sling Is Named One Of The Most Influential Products Of The Decade
In a Consumer Reports overview of the most influential products of the decade, Sling TV took one of
the top spots in the tech category. (cordcuttersnews.com)

Products & Services
Microsoft To Add New Firstline-Worker Features, Like 'Walkie Talkie' Voice Calls, To
Teams
Microsoft has been working to make its Office 365 applications and services better suited to firstline
workers for the past-year-plus. (zdnet.com)

Razer Shows Off Sila, The First 5G Router Built For Gaming
Gaming — with its huge demands on bandwidth, graphics and overall processing power — is likely to
be one of the big use cases for 5G networking in the future, and today one of the big players in
consumer gaming hardware showed off a 5G router that underscores that trend. (techcrunch.com)

Emerging Technology
Inupathy Dog Harness Wants You To Know How Your Pup Is Feeling
At some time or another, we've wished we could talk with our pets. (msn.com)

Hyundai And Uber Show Off Their Flying Taxi Concept
Uber's flying taxi initiative is edging closer to reality. (engadget.com)

Mergers, Acquisitions, & Partnerships
Nexstar Media Signs Multi-Year Deal With Nielsen
Nexstar Media Group said it signed a multi-year deal with Nielsen. (broadcastingcable.com)
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Industry Reports
Why “Explainability” Is A Big Deal In AI
Explaining how and why something functions has always been a high-value pursuit, essential for
leadership. (forbes.com)

iPhone Apps, Blockchain And The Future Of Food
If you could verify how your food was grown, treated and distributed using an iPhone app, blockchain
and a packaging code, would you? (computerworld.com)
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